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Program Administrator

March 05, 2014

New BRC

Just curious, Have any of you made plans to roll out the updated BRC? If you're going to do it, what's
your timeframe?
VIRGINIA
Peter, no plans to switch.
~Bruce Biondo
UTAH
Utah is waiting to see what happens. Too many questions.
~ Kurt Stromberg
MASSACHUSSETTS
Same for Massachusetts.
~Eugene Carabine
MARYLAND
Somebody has to step through the door or be first in the water. We plan to begin pilot testing the BRC
in August. If anyone wants to come down and watch I'll setup grandstands.
~ Philip Sause
MARYLAND
Peter, It looks like Maryland will. We will be evaluating the BRC - the MSF is now calling the current BRC
the BRC 2013 and the 'new' BRC, formally known as Update 2014, the BRC - as to how to implement for
the next couple of months. We have already made arrangements with the MSF to conduct a Transitional
RiderCoach Trainer Prep (T-RCTP) in July. This would include a Transitional-RiderCoach Prep (T-RCP).
After that we would begin conducting T-RCP's across the State up to Thanksgiving if necessary to update
all of our Instructors/RiderCoaches. We are favoring the e3x5x10 option as it would have the least
impact on our current process. We need to work out a deal on the cost of the MSF's eCourse. If you
need more details let me know.
~Philip Sause
NEW JERSEY
NJ does not intend to switch (yet).
~Lori Sannella

CALIFORNIA
California has no plans to roll out any changes in the foreseeable future.
~Bruce Biondo
NORTH CAROLINA
I am intrigued by the new curriculum and want to move North Carolina in that direction as soon as it is
feasible. Will be watching Phil in Maryland with great interest!
~Robert Wagner
MARYLAND
Bob, I'll save you a seat in "the front row".
~Philip Sause
MICHIGAN
Michigan was seriously looking at trying to roll it out for the beginning of 2015 season. The challenge
seems to be getting ALL the coaches and training site providers ready to roll all at once. We will still be
doing coach updates and coach trainer updates, to prepare. But right now no definite date has been set
to make the official change.
~Chad Teachout
CONNECTICUT
CT is sending a few RiderCoach Trainers to be certified, but won't roll it out until 2015 at the earliest.
~Nicholas Just

